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Virgil’s Double Cross

C h i a s m u s  a n d  t h e  A e n e i d

“Facilis descensus” (6.126), the sibyl of Cumae tells Virgil’s Aeneas: it is 
easy to go down to the underworld, from A to B. The hard part is to get out 
again and retrace one’s steps, “reuocare gradum,” from B to A. The Aeneid is a 
poem of just such reversals, which can be generally grouped together under 
the modern term of chiasmus. Quintilian, the first- century ce Roman rheto-
rician, includes chiasmus, antimetabole, among the figures of speech ( figurae 
verborum) that he lists in Book 9 of his Institutio Oratoria. It is constituted 
when an initial sequence of terms, ab, is subsequently inverted as ba. Quin-
tilian defines it as a form of antithesis and gives the following example: “I do 
not live to eat, but eat to live” (9.3.85). In the same Book 9, Quintilian distin-
guished between such a figure of speech and a figure of thought ( figura sen-
tentiae). If the first is a form of language or a patterning of words that in most 
cases departs from grammatical usage, the second concerns the sense or par-
ticular mental response the orator seeks to create. In Quintilian’s three gen-
eral categories, it can reinforce proof, rouse emotions, or give the general im-
pression of good and elevated style. Quintilian’s metaphor to explain figures 
of thought compares them to the side- strokes and feints of a skilled swords-
man, surreptitious modes of attack that carry the day without one’s adversary 
seeing them coming: they can be hidden persuaders. Figures of thought may 
contain one or more figures of speech, and the distinction between the two, 
Quintilian concedes, is not stable. Virgil repeatedly, almost obsessively, turns 
the figure of chiasmus into a figure of thought in the Aeneid. By so doing, he 
produces some of the epic’s most characteristic effects, doubling or splitting 
its meanings.
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2 C h a p t e r  1

Chiasmus gets its shape and name from the cross or X that can be drawn 
among its terms:

A  B
x

B  A

If we understand this simple diagram initially to set up two columns or, as is 
inevitable in epic poetry whose subject is war, two adversarial sides, the oper-
ation of chiasmus is to move a term from one side to the other. In a perfect 
chiasmus the two sides exchange terms and may be themselves interchange-
able. The reversal chiasmus effects is thus also a kind of double cross: it sets up 
a binary opposition only to break it down; it assigns one value to one side of 
an opposition only to load it with the value to which it had been initially op-
posed. The effect is irony, paradox, or the peculiar sense of saying two things 
at once: sometimes overtly, sometimes more surreptitiously, as Quintilian’s 
account of figures of thought suggests. When spread over the course of a nar-
rative, the pattern of chiasmus can partake in or resemble ring composition— 
abccba— a characteristic building block of Homeric poetry that became part 
of the inheritance of classical literary culture.1 Virgil radicalizes the sense of 
reversibility of these concentric forms in the Aeneid, their potential inversion 
of meaning and collapse of distinction: A and B risk becoming identical.

Why did Virgil do so? He possessed a sympathetic imagination that per-
ceived the two or more sides of human questions. He inherited this negative 
capability from Homer and bequeathed it in turn to Shakespeare and Cer-

1. Cole, 2008, 76 briefly discusses chiastic framing structures in ancient epic poetry. The 
appearance of the name of Achilles in the first line of the Iliad, Hector’s in its last, could be one 
example, suggesting the epic’s divided focus and sympathy with both Greeks and Trojans, and 
intimating that the funeral of Hector with which the poem ends is Achilles’ funeral as well. On 
ring structure in Homeric epic, see Whitman, 1958. For studies in the figure of chiasmus in 
ancient literatures, see Welch, 1981. Welch’s Virgilian example, 262, is drawn from Georgics 4. 
Martin, 1992, 34– 36, discusses the figure of chiasmus in the arrangement of the poems of Vir-
gil’s predecessor Catullus and, 156– 171, in the organization of Poem 64, the epyllion on the 
marriage of Peleus and Thetis. Chiasmus has occupied a privileged place in deconstructionist 
criticism; see the lucid essay of Rodolphe Gasché, 1987, 9– 26. I treat chiasmus in the Aeneid as 
a response to a particular historical crisis, a poetic choice rather than as a figure inevitably 
embedded in the structures of thought and language.
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vantes who learned from him.2 But Virgil’s use of chiasmus, the crossing fig-
ure that informs small units and episodes, as well as whole books and the larger 
structure of the Aeneid, also responded to a particular moment and crisis in 
Roman history. We might infer this context from Quintilian’s final example of 
the figure of chiasmus, a grand flourish in Cicero’s fourth Philippic:

Si consul Antonius, Brutus hostis; si conservator rei publicae Brutus, hos-
tis Antonius.
(I n st. Or .  9 .3 .8 6; Ph i l .  4 .3 .8)3

If Antonius is a consul, Brutus is an enemy; if Brutus is the preserver of the 
state, the enemy is Antonius.

The Brutus in question is Decimus Brutus, a trusted lieutenant of Julius Cae-
sar, who had lured Caesar to his assassination at the hands of his kinsman 
Marcus Brutus and the other conspirators on the Ides of March in 44 bce. 
Cicero’s speech dates from December of the same year, when Decimus Bru-
tus had taken up arms against the then- consul Mark Antony, the leader of the 
Caesarian cause and faction. With the support of the young Octavian (the 
future Augustus), Cicero attacked Antony as an enemy of the senate and, in 
this passage, praises the Bruti as the initial founders and now preservers of 
republican liberty. His rhetoric effectively strips Antony of his consulship. 
But the chiasmus already announce its reversibility, only reinforced by its 
“if ” clauses. In the following year Octavian threw his own troops along with 
those of the senate to raise the siege to which Antony had subjected the army 
of Brutus at Mutina, where battles were fought in April 43 bce. Then the 
 adopted son of Caesar double- crossed his senatorial allies. He abruptly 
changed sides and joined the second triumvirate with Antony and Lepidus, 
abandoning Cicero to the murderous proscriptions that followed. By the end 
of the year, Cicero was dead and so was Decimus Brutus.

The historical irony that attached to his citation from the fourth Philippic 
could not have escaped Quintilian. Rome’s civil wars changed today’s friend 
and legal guardian of the state into tomorrow’s enemy and outlaw. Mark 
Antony was Octavian’s rival and enemy, then his partner and brother- in- law, 

2. The expansive even- handedness of Virgil’s imagination and the ambiguity to which it 
gives rise in his fictions has been much commented upon. See, with different inflections, Parry, 
1962; Lyne, 1987; Conte, 1986; Fowler, 1990.

3. Quintilian, 1966, 3:496; Cicero, 2006, 242.
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then— as the Aeneid itself portrays him— his rival and enemy once again. The 
struggle between republican constitutionality and Caesarian one- man- rule 
that Cicero’s chiasmus describes was only papered over by the victory of 
 Octavian and the title of Augustus conferred upon him by a senate he now 
controlled. He was both the preserver and enemy of the state. Virgil knew as 
much in the great epic poem that celebrates and questions the Augustan set-
tlement and the history of civil strife that had led up to it.4 That history 
shaped itself into forms of chiasmus, of identical Romans turning into adver-
saries, of adversaries disclosing their common identity. The propaganda for 
Augustus, including the Aeneid’s depiction of the battle of Actium on the 
shield of Aeneas in Book 8, declared his struggle with Antony to be a war 
against Cleopatra, of West against East, but Romans fought Romans none-
theless at Actium and in its aftermath. A central, repeated motif of the Aeneid 
is to collapse the distinction between foreign and civil conflict. Anchises, the 
father of the hero Aeneas, prophetically pairs Augustus with Romulus, por-
traying Augustus as a new founder of the Roman state, in the underworld 
scene of Book 6 (777– 807). But Romulus had killed Remus, his twin. Virgil’s 
humane instincts, his literary capacity both to see and to write double, were 
schooled in the fearful, shifting experience of civil war.

This introductory chapter examines instances that show how Virgil writes 
and thinks through chiastic reversal and doubling. These go back and forth 
from smaller units— a self- contained vignette of battle in Book 12 and the 
first simile of the poem in Book 1— to larger narrative structures, “big pic-
tures,” of the Aeneid. That it largely focuses on the epic’s first and last books is 
not coincidental. Virgil uses chiasmus as a framing device, the container that 
makes— and simultaneously unmakes— those big pictures.

4. There is some critical agreement that the war between the Trojans of Aeneas and the 
Italians of Turnus, Mezentius, Latinus, and Camilla in Books 7– 12 of the Aeneid reflects upon 
Rome’s recent history of civil strife. On the relationship between Virgil’s epic and the civil 
wars, see, inter alia, Syme, 1939, 304– 306, 462– 463; Camps, 1969, 95– 104; Cairns, 1989, 86– 108; 
Hardie, 1993, 19– 32; Horsfall, 2000; Rossi, 2010. Marincola, 2010, and Barchiesi, 2012, suggest 
that the Social Wars, 91– 88 bce, as well as the civil wars are being recalled in the warfare in 
Italy in the second half of the epic. On the Aeneid and the project of forging national unity, see 
Toll, 1991, and Toll, 1997; Ando, 2002; Pogorzelski, 2009.
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Exhibit X

Virgil programmatically maps out the form of chiasmus on the fighting of 
epic battle itself in an extended set piece in Book 12 (500– 553). Coming late in 
the Aeneid, the fifty- line episode self- consciously epitomizes and comments 
retrospectively on the warfare of the poem’s final four books. It exemplifies 
the kind of figure— of words and of thought— I seek to identify in the epic.

More than halfway through Book 12, Aeneas finds himself frustrated when 
the truce is broken that was to hold while he and the Italian hero Turnus 
fought a man- to- man duel. Their individual combat would have decided the 
war between Trojans and Latins and assigned to the winner the right to marry 
the Latin princess Lavinia. The frustration mounts as Juturna, the goddess 
sister of Turnus, disguised as his charioteer, carries Turnus over the battle-
field but avoids a confrontation with Aeneas. The Trojan hero had already 
been wounded by an anonymous arrow and now has been nearly hit by an 
enemy spear that carries off the plumes from his helmet. Aeneas finally un-
leashes his rage, gives up on singling out Turnus, and begins a savage indis-
criminate slaughter— “saeuam nullo discrimine caedem” (12.498). He starts a 
Homeric- style aristeia, a spree of enemy killing. Meanwhile, Turnus begins 
an aristeia of his own in a separate part of the battlefield. Virgil’s verse switches 
back and forth between the two heroes and suggests how the violence of war-
fare renders them nearly the same: there is no more discrimination to be 
made between them than that which they make among their victims.5 The 
resulting passage is a particularly intricate instance of a much repeated pat-
tern of Virgilian composition.

Quis mihi nunc tot acerba deus, quis carmine caedes
diuersas obitumque ducum, quos aequore toto
inque uicem nunc Turnus agit, nunc Troius heros,
expediat? tanton placuit concurrere motu,
Iuppiter, aeterna gentis in pace futuras?
Aeneas Rutulum Sucronem (ea prima ruentis 505
pugna loco statuit Teucros) haud multa morantem
excipit in latus et, qua fata celerrima, crudum
transadigit costas et cratis pectoris ensem.

5. For an extended reading of the episode, see Mazzocchini, 2010, 273– 314.
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Turnus equo deiectum Amycum fratremque Dioren,
congressus pedes, hunc uenientem cuspide longa, 510
hunc mucrone ferit, curruque abscisa duorum
suspendit capita et rorantia sanguine portat.
ille Talon Tanaimque neci fortemque Cethegum,
tris uno congressu, et maestum mittit Oniten,
nomen Echionium matrisque genus Peridiae; 515
hic fratres Lycia missos et Apollinis agris
et iuuenem exosum nequiquam bella Menoeten,
Arcada, piscosae cui circum flumina Lernae
ars fuerat pauperque domus nec nota potentum
munera, conductaque pater tellure serebat. 520
ac uelut immissi diuersis partibus ignes
arentem in siluam et uirgulta sonantia lauro,
aut ubi decursu rapido de montibus altis
dant sonitum spumosi amnes et in aequora currunt
quisque suum populatus iter: non segnius ambo 525
Aeneas Turnusque ruunt per proelia; nunc, nunc
fluctuat ira intus, rumpuntur nescia uinci
pectora, nunc totis in uulnera uiribus itur.

Murranum hic, atauos et auorum antiqua sonantem
nomina per regesque actum genus omne Latinos, 530
praecipitem scopulo atque ingentis turbine saxi
excutit effunditque solo: hunc lora et iuga subter
prouoluere rotae, crebro super ungula pulsu
incita nec domini memorum proculcat equorum.
ille ruenti Hyllo animisque immane frementi 535
occurrit telumque aurata ad tempora torquet:
olli per galeam fixo stetit hasta cerebro.
dextera nec tua te, Graium fortissime Cretheu,
eripuit Turno, nec di texere Cupencum
Aenea ueniente sui: dedit obuia ferro 540
pectora, nec misero clipei mora profuit aerei.
te quoque Laurentes uiderunt, Aeole, campi
oppetere et late terram consternere tergo.
occidis, Argiuae quem non potuere phalanges
sternere nec Priami regnorum euersor Achilles; 545
hic tibi mortis erant metae, domus alta sub Ida,
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Lyrnesi domus alta, solo Laurente sepulcrum.
totae adeo conuersae acies omnesque Latini,
omnes Dardanidae, Mnestheus acerque Serestus
et Messapus equum domitor et fortis Asilas 550
Tuscorumque phalanx Euandrique Arcades alae,
pro se quisque uiri summa nituntur opum ui;
nec mora nec requies, uasto certamine tendunt.
(12.500– 553; emphases added)

What God can unfold for me so many horrors, who in song can tell such 
diverse slaughter and the death of captains, whom now Turnus, now the 
Trojan hero drives in turn over all the plain? Was it your will, O Jupiter, 
that in so great an onslaught should clash nations destined to live in ever-
lasting peace in the future? Aeneas meets Rutulian Sucro (with that com-
bat he started the Trojans’ attack) and without much delay strikes him in 
the side and, where death comes speediest, drives the cruel blade through 
the ribs that fence the breast. Turnus throws down Amycus and his brother 
Diores from their horses, assailing them on foot, and strikes the one with 
the long spear as he advances, the other with his sword; then he hangs 
their two severed heads on his chariot and bears them away dripping with 
blood. The former [“ille”/Aeneas] kills Talon, Tanais, and brave Cethegus, 
three at one encounter, and dispatches sad Onites of Echionian name, 
whose mother was Peridia; the latter [“hic”/Turnus] kills the brothers sent 
from Lycia and Apollo’s fields and Arcadian Menoetes who in youth hated 
warfare in vain, whose trade and modest house had been around the fish- 
laden river of Lerna, nor known to him were the gifts of the mighty, and 
his father sowed on hired soil. As fires driven from opposite sides upon a 
dry woodland and on crackling laurel thickets, or where, rapidly descend-
ing from high mountains, frothing rivers resound and rush to the sea, each 
laying waste to what stands in its path: with no less energy, Aeneas and 
Turnus race into battle; now, now wrath surges in them; their breasts that 
do not know how to yield are bursting, now with all their strength, they 
rush upon wounds.

With a stone and a huge whirling rock, the former [“hic”/Aeneas], 
strikes headlong and strews upon the ground Murranus, who boasts of 
grandsires and an ancient ancestral name and a whole lineage traced 
through Latin kings: beneath reins and yoke the chariot wheels rolled him 
along, and the hooves of his own horses, forgetting their master, trample 
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over him with thick, rhythmic beat. The latter [“ille”/Turnus] meets Hyl-
lus who rushed forward, wildly shaking with fury, and whirls a spear at his 
gold- encircled brow: the weapon went through his helmet and stood fixed 
in his brain. Nor could your right hand, Cretheus, mightiest of the Greeks, 
save you from Turnus; nor did his gods protect Cupencus from the on-
coming Aeneas; he placed his breast in the sword’s path nor did the stay of 
his bronze shield avail the miserable man. You, too, Aeolus, the Laurentine 
fields saw perish and stretch your back across the ground: you die, whom 
the Argive phalanxes could not lay low, nor Achilles, the destroyer of Pri-
am’s kingdoms; here were your boundaries of death; yours was a stately 
house beneath Ida, at Lyrnesus a stately house, Laurentine soil your tomb. 
And now turned to the battle were all the Latin ranks, all the Trojan de-
scendants of Dardanus, Mnestheus and fierce Serestus, and Messapus 
breaker of horses and brave Asilas, and the Etruscan phalanx and Evander’s 
Arcadians on the wings, each doing his part, the men struggle with the 
utmost force of strength; no delay, no rest; they contend in a vast battle.

The symmetry between, indeed the interchangeability of, Aeneas and 
Turnus is indicated by the repeated use of the hic (this one, the latter) and ille 
(that one, the former) construction, reducing the heroes to pronouns, and by 
the reversal of these terms halfway through at verse 529 that effectively di-
vides the narrative into two parts, themselves symmetrical. The first ille/hic 
construction, 12.513– 520, refers to the sequence in 12.505– 512, where first the 
former Aeneas, then the latter Turnus, dispatch their victims, a sequence that 
itself reverses verse 502, which names Turnus first, Aeneas second. The second 
construction, 12.529– 537, refers back to verse 526, where now Aeneas is men-
tioned first, Turnus second. At this point the very grammatical construction is 
reversed, as Latin usage also permits, so that hic refers to the former, ille to the 
latter.6 The pronouns themselves thus become interchangeable, and we can 
really only identify the heroes by the identities of their victims: in the first 
construction, ille refers to Aeneas, hic to Turnus; in the second, hic refers to 
Aeneas, ille to Turnus, and we note that the order of the construction is itself 
reversed: “ille . . . hic” in the first case, “hic . . . ille” in the second. (See list below.)

6. The ille of verse 512 and hic of 516 could refer back to the sequence of verse 502: “nunc 
Turnus agit, nunc Troius heros.” In this case Virgil would use hic and ille consistently throughout 
the passage to refer respectively to “the former” and “the latter.” The chiastic structure of the 
whole passage is only reinforced, however, if the grammatical construction is itself turned in-
side out. See Mazzocchini, 290, who cites Gransden, 1984, 205.
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This one, that one: the whole passage is built out of symmetries, alterna-
tions that reveal underlying identity. The simile (12.521– 522) that evokes two 
interchangeable fires burning from opposite sides of a wood is itself doubled 
by the ensuing comparison (12.523– 524) to two, similarly interchangeable, 
onrushing mountain streams, and the final phrase of the simile, “quisque suum 
populatus iter” (12.525), could refer to the fires as well as to the streams: 
whether it is a question of fighting fire with fire, or of contrasting fire to its 
enemy element of water, the violence of the two heroes is all the same. In 
each of the passage’s two sections, Aeneas begins the killing, but the final vic-
tim belongs to Turnus and is given a backstory typical of the Homeric war-
rior killed in battle, a symmetry reinforced by the description of their house 
or home— “domus” (519; 547, 548)— the word itself repeated twice in the sec-
ond passage.7 This symmetry itself contains a contrast, the Greek Menoetes 
who hated war (12.517– 520) and the Trojan Aeolus whom neither Greek arms 
nor Achilles could kill at Troy (12.542– 547). The first is a Greek immigrant 
to Italy from Arcadia, whose modest house— “pauperque domus”— as well as 
the mention of his sharecropping father perhaps reminds us of the house of 
poor Evander— “tecta subibant / pauperis Euandri ” (8.359– 360)— the Arcadian 
king named at the very end of the passage (12.551) and of his son Pallas, Tur-
nus’s more distinguished Arcadian victim. It may point proleptically to the 
revenge that Aeneas will shortly take on Turnus for Pallas’s death. The second 
comes from a lofty Trojan house, the twice- mentioned “domus alta,” and it 
is intimated that Turnus may succeed where Achilles failed as the “alius . . . 
Achilles” (6.89) predicted by the Cumaean sibyl back in Book 6, though the 
ensuing, long- deferred final duel with Aeneas will prove otherwise. In each 
case, we feel the pathos not only for the fallen warrior but also for what the 
process of history depicted in the Aeneid is sweeping away, a lost Arcadian 
pastoral of virtuous, peaceful poverty, a noble Trojan past and home to which 
there is no return and for which an Italian grave will be a final substitute. 
Humble and poor, noble and rich: death, in the form of Turnus, equalizes 
both men; their victims are as interchangeable as the two heroes. At the end of 
the passage, the heroes themselves are absorbed into the larger clash of the 
armies, described in the by now familiar pattern of alternation— Latins in 548, 
Trojans in 549, Latins in 550, Trojan allies, Etruscan and Arcadian, in 551— 
where the individual is reduced to the anonymous “quisque” of verse 552.

7. Schein, 1984, 73– 76, analyzes such Homeric backstories, noting that they are usually as-
cribed to the defeated Trojans of the Iliad.
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The reversal effected by the hic and ille construction, whereby what had 
been ab becomes ba, governs the entire disposition of Turnus and Aeneas in 
the passage, as the following table suggests:

502 Turnus, Aeneas
505 Aeneas kills Sucro
508 Turnus kills Amycus and Diores
513 (ille) Aeneas kills Talon, Tanais, Cethegus, Onites
516 (hic) Turnus kills Clarus, Thaemon, Menoetes
526 Aeneas, Turnus
529 (hic) Aeneas kills Murranus
535 (ille) Turnus kills Hyllus
539 Turnus kills Cretheus
540 Aeneas kills Cupencus
542 Turnus kills Aeolus

The double construction of hic and ille is itself placed within a set of killings 
on either side, where the two heroes are named, at or very near the beginning 
of the verse; the whole sequence begins and ends with Turnus. The resulting 
pattern is abba writ large, something like T- A- T- ille- hic- A- T- hic- ille- T- A- T.

XXXX. The larger structure of the passage contains several smaller in-
stances of such chiasmus. In its second section the alternation between Ae-
neas and Turnus is briefly reversed at 12.539– 541, where after Turnus (ille) has 
killed Hyllus, it is Cretheus, the victim of the now- named Turnus, who is 
mentioned before Cupencus, killed by Aeneas: A- T- T- A. There may be a cor-
responding pattern in the first section, 12.505– 520, where the crescendo of 
killings in which Aeneas kills one enemy, Sucro, then Turnus kills two broth-
ers, is reversed when Aeneas now kills four warriors— “tris uno congressu,” the 
narration pointedly exclaims in awe, plus the unfortunate Onites— while 
Turnus can manage only three; 1- 2- 4- 3. However interchangeable he seems 
here, Aeneas is still the top warrior. The verses that describe the new Italian 
dwelling- place of Aeolus are a near perfect example of the figure.8

hic tibi mortis erant metae, domus alta sub Ida
Lyrnesi domus alta, solo Laurente sepulcrum. (12.546– 547)

here were your boundaries of death: yours was a stately house beneath 
Ida, at Lyrnesus a stately house, Laurentine soil your tomb.

8. Mazzocchini, 2000, 298.
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The lofty Trojan house of Aeolus, repeated in chiastic reversal (house Ida / 
Lyrnesus house) from one line to the next, is enclosed on either side by the 
boundaries of death and the Laurentine earth, which turn out to be synony-
mous: Aeolus’s home reduced to the confines of the grave. The first of these 
verses is itself chiastic in structure: “hic” (“here in Italy”) corresponds to 
“sub Ida” (“there at Troy”), “metae” to “domus”; chiasmus inside chiasmus 
inside chiasmus. Something similar occurs in the verses that directly follow 
which expand the poem’s perspective from Aeneas and Turnus to the battle 
around them.

totae adeo conuersae acies omnesque Latini,
omnes Dardanidae, Mnestheus acerque Serestus
et Messapus equum domitor et fortis Asilas
Tuscorumque phalanx Euandrique Arcades alae. (12.548– 551)

And now turned to the battle were all the Latin ranks, all the Trojan 
descendants of Dardanus, Mnestheus and fierce Serestus, and 
Messapus breaker of horses and brave Asilas, and the Etruscan phalanx 
and the wing of Evander’s Arcadians.

The first and fourth of these verses describe battle formations: “acies”; “pha-
lanx . . . alae.” The second names single Trojan heroes (Mnestheus, Serestus), 
the third Latin ones (Messapus, Asilas), although the et construction and en-
jambment of the three last lines confuses them together, not only with their 
named foes but with the massed troops that enclose them in the pattern of 
the verses. Much as the grave swallows up Aeolus and his noble house, here 
individual warriors are swallowed up into the nameless ranks of battle, where 
one combatant is in fact interchangeable with another. And, for a moment in 
the poem, Aeneas and Turnus have joined them.

With its structures of chiasmus within chiasmus and its multiple symme-
tries, the elaborately wrought passage is an example of Virgil’s literary Alexan-
drianism, and it is almost too precious for the bloody matter it describes. The 
episode draws attention to itself, too, by its quality of anticlimax. It both 
holds off and contributes nothing to the real climax of the book and poem, 
the duel between Aeneas and Turnus. Aeneas gives up on finding Turnus on 
the battlefield, while Juturna, it will turn out with some kind of recognition 
on Turnus’s part (12.632f.), has steered their chariot far clear of Aeneas. The 
episode and the killings it depicts are gratuitous and therefore the more sym-
bolically marked. That it need not have taken place at all is picked up in the 
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narrator’s bewildered, opening question to Jupiter: how could peoples des-
tined to live together in eternal peace have been permitted to clash so calam-
itously against one another? In other words, the scenario described by its 
chiastic parallels and reversals is potentially one of civil war, and the question 
contains a false naïveté as well as anguish coming from a Roman poet living 
in the last quarter of the first century bce. What “eternal peace” could he be 
talking about, after a half century of internecine war had wracked Rome and 
destroyed its republic? His words apply not only to the battling Latins, Etrus-
cans, and Trojans of the Aeneid who will be united into the Roman state to 
come, but also to the future crisis of that state and the civil strife that would 
tear it apart until it was destined to live again in another promised everlasting 
peace under Augustus, the state’s refounder. The contending sides in civil war, 
already one people, become increasingly indistinguishable in its reciprocal 
violence. We might say that all warfare, insofar as its combatants all belong to 
the human family, is a form of civil warfare. That idea, too, underlies the col-
lapse here of what appears to be a war of conquest by Trojan foreigners waged 
against Italian natives into civil conflict, for the opposition of Latins against 
the Trojan descendants of Dardanus near the end of the passage (12.548– 
549) breaks down when we remember that Virgil tells us that Dardanus him-
self came from Italy to found the Trojan line (3.167– 168).9 Warfare erases 
distinction— “nullo discrimine”— and civil warfare of like against like does so 
with a literal vengeance and ironic force.

Big Pictures

Virgil has used the figure of chiasmus here specifically to depict this civil- war- 
within war. But his lived historical experience of Rome’s civil wars is never far 
from the chiastic reversal that becomes a habit of writing and mind through-
out the Aeneid. The entire epic is structured by the turnaround of its Homeric 
models, where the Odyssey is a narrative “sequel” to the events of the Iliad. 
The Aeneid, by contrast, tells a version of the Odyssey in its first half, a version 
of the Iliad in its second.10 The thematic chiasmus effected by this reordering 

9. For the argument that the Italian ancestry of Dardanus is Virgil’s invention, the source of 
Anchises’ “nouo . . . errore” (3.181), see Buchheit, 1963; Casali, 2007.

10. Even this succession of an Iliadic half on an Odyssean one may be more x- shaped than I 
describe. It is the contention of G. N. Knauer, 1964, that both halves of the poem equally and 
simultaneously imitate and allude to both Homeric poems; Cairns, 1989, 177– 214 proposes, 
less convincingly to this writer, that the Aeneid as a whole conforms primarily to the model of 
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transforms Aeneas and his Trojan remnant from vanquished losers of the 
Trojan War, wandering in search of their Italian homeland in Books 1– 6, to 
the eventually victorious invaders of Italy in Books 7– 12, founders of what 
will eventually become the future Rome, victorious over the world.11 It was 
easy, the sibyl tells Aeneas at the midway point, to descend into defeat and 
death; the hard part is winning one’s way back up. In Italy, Aeneas and his 
followers fight a war that seems uncannily to replay the events at Troy— 
uncannily at least to these Trojans, less uncannily to the reader who watches 
Virgil imitating and inverting the Iliad. The second six books themselves enact 
this reversal and divide chiastically. In Books 7– 9 the Italians under Turnus, 
their self- proclaimed new Achilles, seem to be playing the role of Greeks be-
sieging the Trojans in their shoreside camp. In Books 10– 12, the roles are ex-
changed: it becomes clear that Aeneas himself is the true new Achilles of the 
poem, and his forces take the parts of the Iliad’s Greeks while the Latins are 
forced back to defend their now Troy- like city of Laurentium. In retrospect, 
the Trojans’ camp is now understood to have resembled the Greeks’ fortifica-
tions by their ships in the Iliad: Turnus and the Italians have been playing the 
role of Homer’s Trojans all along.12

Versions of chiasmus, or closely related patterns— ring composition, frame 
structures— govern individual sections, books, and units of the poem.13 One 
instance, well known because of Bernard Knox’s critical discussion, is the 
chain of imagery in Book 2 that couples tongue- licking serpents and tongues 
of flames (2.210– 211), the agents first of Laocoon’s and then of Troy’s destruc-
tion, but transformed at the end of the book into the prodigious fire that en-
circles the brow of Ascanius, “tactuque innoxia mollis / lambere flamma comas 

the Odyssey; Dekel, 2012, too, argues for the Odyssey as the overall shaping model for the Aeneid 
and as the work through which Virgil reads the Iliad.

11. In Quint, 1993, 21– 96, I described this two- part structure of the Aeneid as a movement 
between two narrative models, the open- ended, repetitive, circular Odyssean “romance” of the 
defeated in history to the forward Iliadic teleological narrative of history’s winners, those with 
the power of telling their story with beginning, middle, and end. The Trojan- Romans succeed 
in Italy in mastering a compulsion to repeat their traumatic loss at Troy by inflicting it on the 
Italians. Or so they seem to do. I have tried, like them, not to repeat myself in this book, but it 
is informed by the earlier study.

12. Anderson, 1957; Gransden, 1984.
13. Perhaps the closest critical discussion to the structures of chiasmus that interest me is 

von Albrecht, 1999, on mirroring. On framing and ring structures, see Harrison, 1976. If its 
thesis about Pythagorean proportions may not convince, there are still things to be learned 
from Duckworth, 1962.
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et circum tempora pasci ”— “and harmless to the touch, the flame licks his soft 
locks and feeds around his temples” (2.683– 684)— the sign that history has 
now been reversed, a divinely ordained Roman future snatched from the jaws 
of defeat and disaster, and of the special dispensation given to the Julian line 
from which Augustus will descend.14 It is easy enough to spot other examples 
framing each of the first six books of the epic. “Pater Anchises” gives the or-
ders to set sail at the beginning of Book 3 (9), but the book ends with his 
death and his succession by “Pater Aeneas” (716), the father both of Iulus and 
of his country. In the opening verses of Book 4, Dido burns with love’s hid-
den fire of love (2), and the face and words of Aeneas are fixed in her love-
struck breast— “haerent infixi pectore uultus / uerbaque” (4.4– 5). At the book’s 
conclusion she has fixed her breast with his sword— “infixum stridit sub pec-
tore uulnus” (4.689)— on what will be her funeral pyre, a ghastly literalization 
of the wounds and fire of love. Book 5 begins with Palinurus unable to pilot 
the ships of Aeneas to Italy and asking what Neptune has in store (5.8– 14); 
it ends with the death of Palinurus as the sacrifice demanded by Neptune 
(5.814– 871) as the fleet reaches Italian shores.15 The temple gates at Cumae 
and the death of Icarus depicted on them at the opening of Book 6 (13– 32) 
correspond to the premature death of Marcellus and the gates of ivory and 
horn at its end.

Book 1 offers a particularly significant example of this framing device, be-
cause Virgil will frame Book 12 around the same terms, just as these opening 
and closing books frame the entire Aeneid. At the end of Book 1, Dido spurs 
Aeneas into recounting the fall of Troy and his wanderings by asking a series 
of questions:

multa super Priamo rogitans, super Hectore multa;
nunc quibus Aurorae uenisset filius armis,
nunc quales Diomedis equi, nunc quantus Achilles. (1.750– 752)

asking much about Priam, much about Hector, now about the armor 
in which the son of Dawn had come to Troy, now about what the 
horses of Diomedes were like, now about how great was Achilles.

Dido’s question about the armor of Memnon, son of Aurora, arms already 
mentioned earlier in the account of the reliefs on Dido’s temple to Juno 
(1.489), announces a separate, important motif of the Aeneid that will be dis-

14. Knox, 1950.
15. Harrison, 1976, 102, 105.
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cussed below in chapter 7. For the present argument, it is the last of these 
three verses that is of concern: Dido’s two questions here are not so innocent, 
and they, too, announce a running, central motif of Virgil’s poem. The reader 
who comes to the Aeneid from the Iliad will remember that the horses of Di-
omedes were once those of Aeneas himself, that the Greek hero won them at 
the same time that in Iliad 5 he wounded Aeneas in the thigh with a giant 
stone, brought him to his knees, and was closing in for the kill when Venus 
and Apollo intervened and carried Aeneas away.16 The reader would also re-
member that Aeneas had to be saved from imminent death a second time 
when Neptune wrapped him in a cloud and flung him away from battle just as 
Aeneas was about to throw a giant stone of his own against the onrushing 
Achilles in Iliad 20. Homer used a rescued Aeneas and the motif of the stone 
as elements to link the aristeiai of Diomedes and Achilles in the Iliad, the first 
a rehearsal by a stand- in for the second by that epic’s central hero.17 Neither 
episode, however, does much credit for Aeneas.

Aeneas himself has remembered: his very first words in the poem, at the 
onset of the storm sent to his fleet by Juno and the winds of Aeolus, wish 
that Diomedes had done him in, and in those same words he recalls Achilles 
as well:

o Danaum fortissime gentis
Tydide! mene Iliacis occumbere campis
non potuisse tuaque animam hanc effundere dextra,
saeuus ubi Aeacidae telo iacet Hector? (1.96– 99)

O Diomede, strongest of the Greeks, why could I not have fallen on 
the fields of Ilium, my life blood spilled by your sword, where fierce 
Hector lies beneath the spear of Achilles?

This opening speech of Aeneas is thus matched at the end of Book 1 by Dido’s 
embarrassing questions that dredge up again the twin defeats he suffered at 
Troy. Yet these questions may also remind us that Aeneas has survived, in 
spite of his wish that he had died on Trojan soil, while Achilles is dead and 

16. Ahl, 1989, 26– 27.
17. On the pairing of Diomedes and Achilles in the Aeneid, and on the subsequent reversal 

of the near- defeats of Aeneas at their hands in the final duel that Virgil’s hero fights with Tur-
nus, discussed below, see Quint, 1993, 65– 83. See also Mackenzie, 1964; Lipking, 1981, 86– 88. 
The Diomedes references are treated separately from their coupling with the figure of Achilles 
in Lyne, 1987, 133– 135; Fletcher, 2006.
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Diomedes, as we will subsequently learn in Book 11, has withdrawn from the 
heroic arena: he rejects (11.242– 295) the Italians’ invitation to fight against 
the Trojans once again. Aeneas has a future— the Roman future— still before 
him, though it will take the rest of the Aeneid for him to overcome his trau-
matic Trojan past.

This past is, in fact, reversed only in the last sixty lines of the poem, in Ae-
neas’s final duel with Turnus. Turnus picks up a huge stone, hurls it at Ae-
neas, but fails to hit him; he thus fails to reenact the exploit of Diomedes 
and instead finds himself in the position of the Homeric Aeneas confronting 
Achilles. Aeneas, in turn, casts his spear, wounds Turnus in the thigh and 
forces him to his knees; Aeneas now plays Diomedes, a Diomedes and an 
Achilles, to a Turnus who, in his defeat, again assumes the part of the Aeneas 
of the Iliad. The perfect chiasmus formed by Virgil’s imitation of Homer at 
the end of Book 12— Aeneas is saved twice from victorious Greek foes in the 
Iliad so that he can play their parts as victor, in turn, in a replay of the Trojan 
War in Italy— is only underscored by the book’s opening simile comparing 
Turnus to a wounded lion.

Poenorum qualis in aruis
saucius ille graui uenantum uulnere pectus
tum demum mouet arma leo, gaudetque comantis
excutiens ceruice toros fixumque latronis
impauidus frangit telum et fremit ore cruento: (12.4– 8)

as in Punic fields a lion, gravely wounded in the breast by hunters, 
moves to attack, and exults, shaking its thick mane on its neck and 
fearless breaks the spear fixed in him by the thief, and roars with a 
bloody mouth.

Commentary on this famous simile has observed how the Punic home of this 
lion and its wound and adhering spear link Turnus to Dido, compared in pa-
thetic simile back in Book 4 to a wounded doe with an arrow in her side 
(4.69– 73) and bearing, as we have just observed, the wound of love fixed in 
her breast. Roaring with a bloody mouth, the lion also recalls the description 
of the Furor (of civil war) that the power of Augustus will conquer and bind 
in Jupiter’s prophecy in Book 1: “fremet horridus ore cruento” (1.296). Less 
noted, but also of primary importance here, is the Homeric model and con-
text that Virgil is imitating. Both Diomedes in Iliad 5 (136– 142) and Achilles 
in Iliad 20 (164– 173) are compared to wounded lions, and they are so just be-
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fore they go out to meet Aeneas in battle. The lesser hero Diomedes is likened 
to a lion wounded by a single shepherd who goes after the sheep, the greater 
hero Achilles to a lion pursued by an entire village who, when wounded, 
seeks in his rage to kill his human hunters themselves. Like the huge stone 
and the wound in the thigh, like the rescued victim Aeneas, the lion simile is 
another shared element by which Homer couples the two passages, and once 
again, Virgil exploits this link: Turnus as lion begins Book 12 as a new Achilles 
and Diomedes.18

The pattern that is outlined in the table below thus creates a chiastic frame 
within each of Books 1 and 12 but also makes each of the books reflect upon 
each other as a frame to the entire Aeneid.

Book 1.96f. Aeneas remembers Diomedes and Achilles
Book 1.753 Dido asks about Diomedes and Achilles

Book 12.4– 9 Turnus as lion: Diomedes and Achilles
Book 12.896f. Aeneas as Diomedes and Achilles

What may in Book 1 seem like Dido rubbing salt in the psychic wounds that 
Aeneas has acquired in his double defeats at Troy becomes in Book 12 a suc-
cessful overcoming of the hero’s career in the Iliad. In the vanquishing of  Tur-
nus, Aeneas avenges Homer’s treatment of him in Homer’s own terms, now 

18. Incidentally, a related Homeric model explains why the Nisus who slays the sleeping 
and helpless soldiers in the Italian camp during his night exploit with Euryalus back in Book 9 
is given the same tag, “fremit ore cruento” (9.341), when he, too, is compared to a hungry lion 
who creates mayhem in a sheepfold. For Nisus at this moment is repeating the actions of Dio-
medes when he and Ulysses entered by night into the Trojan ranks in the episode of the Do-
loneia in Iliad 10, an episode depicted on the walls of Dido’s temple at Carthage (1.469– 473). 
Homer’s brief comparison of Diomedes to a hungry lion attacking sheep or goats (Iliad 10.485– 
486), which Virgil imitates here, and the carrying off of the horses of Rhesus link the Doloneia 
to the aristeia of Diomedes in Iliad 5, with its lion and sheep simile and the capture of the 
horses of Aeneas. It is a kind of seamy and underhanded parody of the hero’s great moment of 
glory (sleeping men really are like sheep before a lion, as opposed to the fighters whom Dio-
medes kills in Book 5). Virgil picks up on the link by likening both Nisus and Turnus to roaring 
lions with bloody mouths, two apparent versions of Diomedes. Neither character manages to 
live up to his Homeric model. Nisus, out of love for Euryalus, runs on the swords of the Rutu-
lians and thereby aborts this Virgilian version of the Doloneia. At this point in the Aeneid, the 
Trojans have not yet succeeded in taking on the role of the Iliad’s Greeks. They will have done 
so by Book 12, and so, as we have just observed, it is Aeneas, not Turnus, who will turn out to 
be the new Diomedes, as well as the new Achilles, in Virgil’s second Iliad on the fields of Italy.
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turned on their head in the new poem that bears the Trojan hero’s name. In 
the person of Aeneas, Virgil traces the progress of his collective people from 
defeated Trojans to Roman victors, and the poet claims, no less than his hero, 
to overcome and supersede a Homeric past. This abba structure links Dido 
and Turnus, also linked by the similes of wounded animals: the two primary 
obstacles to, and victims of, Aeneas. The death wish that Aeneas, faced with 
the loss of country, wife, and father, expressed in his first words in the poem is 
transferred to the suicidal Dido, unable to bear the loss of her lover and good 
name.19 Aeneas’s experience of defeat and identity as victim are taken on by 
Turnus. It has been much noted that the poem’s first sighting of Aeneas, 
chilled with fear and dismay before the oncoming storm,

extemplo Aeneae soluuntur frigore membra (1.92)

is repeated and echoed in the chill of death that overtakes Turnus, his breast 
pierced by the avenging sword of Aeneas in the penultimate verse of the epic.

ast illi soluuntur frigore membra. (12.951)

The reciprocity and structure of chiasmus could not be more clearly spelled 
out.

The First Simile

The exchange of identities between Aeneas and Turnus, the sense that Aeneas 
defeats and kills a version of himself, evokes Virgil’s experience of a barely 
finished, if finished, civil war. The first simile of the Aeneid immediately an-
nounces this historical context. Both because of its position and because of 
its terms of comparison, the simile is a particularly emblematic instance of 
the way that Virgil frames his epic. It, too, contains a chiasmus. Thanks in part 
to an influential reading by Viktor Pöschl, however, the chiasmus has not been 
generally recognized, and the simile has been imperfectly understood.20

At the opening of the poem, Juno has persuaded Aeolus to let loose his 
imprisoned winds to raise the storm that threatens the fleet of Aeneas. Nep-
tune raises his untroubled head— “placidum caput ” (1.127)— above the waters, 
chides the winds, and restores calm to the sea. The god’s intervention is then 
compared in simile to a statesman whose words placate the anger of a populace 

19. I am grateful to Ruth Yeazell for pointing out this transfer to me.
20. Pöschl, 1962, 20– 22.
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that has already begun to fall into the violence— “saeuitque animis” (1.149)— 
of civil strife.

ac ueluti magno in populo cum saepe coorta est
seditio saeuitque animis ignobile uulgus,
iamque faces et saxa uolant, furor arma ministrat;
tum, pietate grauem ac meritis si forte uirum quem
conspexere, silent arrectisque auribus astant;
ille regit dictis animos et pectora mulcet:
sic cunctus pelagi cecidit fragor, aequora postquam
prospiciens genitor caeloque inuectus aperto
flectit equos curruque uolans dat lora secundo. (1.148– 156)

As often happens when a great people has begun to riot, and the base 
mob grows passionately fierce, and now firebrands and stones fly 
through the air, for furor lends them arms; then if they should see 
some man eminent for piety and deserved honors, they grow quiet 
and stand about with attentive ears: he rules their passions with speech 
and soothes their breasts; just so all the roar of the sea subsided after 
the father, looking on the waves, driving beneath the clear sky, turns 
his steeds and, flying onward, gives reins to his responsive chariot.

The simile appears to establish fairly straightforward correspondences: Nep-
tune speaks to the storming winds, the revered statesman speaks to the tu-
multuous crowd. It already suggests, as Pöschl and others have argued, a po-
litical reading of the epic to come.21 The winds and the great people— and 
that must be the Roman people— are subject to angrily irrational and violent 
outbursts. The god and the great statesman— and that must surely be Augus-
tus Caesar, the now- undisputed master of Rome celebrated by Virgil’s epic— 
can reimpose reason and order. Philip Hardie has shown how the winds of 
Aeolus evoke and are part of the myth of the gigantomachy that runs through 
the Aeneid; in a pattern that was already employed by Hellenistic panegyrists, 
the political ruler’s control is equated with that of the Olympian gods who 
put down the revolt of the giants that threatens the order of the cosmos 
itself.22

The simile does indeed support such a reading, at least at first glance, and 
it is a reading so familiar to us that we have become inured to it and perhaps 

21. Pöschl, 1962, 20– 22; G. Williams, 1983, 70– 74; Cairns, 1989, 93– 95.
22. Hardie, 1986, 90– 110.
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do not care to take a second look. It could be pointed out that Augustus was 
not much known as an orator, and Pöschl himself acknowledges that the sce-
nario of the simile looks more like a story recounted by Plutarch about Cato 
the Younger, the enemy of Caesarism. We may already be alerted to some 
crossing of terms in the ac ueluti . . . sic construction of the simile where it is 
the mutinous crowd that is watching (“conspexere”) the statesman and Nep-
tune who is looking out on (“prospiciens”) the sea, a construction that in any 
event applies the simile to the aftermath of the action to which it is compared. 
But what is most salient is that the simile does not quite fit the facts of that 
action. Both Neptune and the statesman- orator bring about calm with their 
words: “dicto . . . dictis” (142, 153). But while the statesman does so by sooth-
ing the crowd, Neptune’s words are of a different kind, and he has something 
to back them up: his fierce trident.

Tantane uos generis tenuit fiducia uestri?
iam caelum terrramque meo sine numine, uenti,
miscere et tantas audetis tollere moles?
quos ego— sed motos praestat componere fluctus.
post mihi non simili poena commissa luetis.
maturate fugam regique haec dicite uestro:
non illi imperium pelagi saeuumque tridentem,
sed mihi sorte datum. (1.132– 138)

Do you have so much trust in your birth? Do you now dare, you winds, 
to mingle sky and earth without my orders and to raise up such great 
masses of waves? Whom I— but it is better first to calm the troubled 
sea. Next time you will not get off so easily for your crimes. Hasten 
your flight and say these things to your king: not to him, but to me, 
was given by lot the rule of the sea and the fierce trident.

Neptune may at first appear calm and unperturbed, as placid as the unarmed 
orator. But the god’s anger can be heard to rise as he threatens the winds until 
he sputters the famous “quos ego— .” Words fail him. There had better not be 
a next time, he thunders, and he reminds them who holds the “saeuumque 
tridentem,” the force to make the threat good. Now we should notice that this 
violence held in reserve allies Neptune verbally not with the eloquent states-
man in the ensuing simile but with the violent crowd quelled by the states-
man’s words: the growing ferocity of the mob is described by the verb “saeuit.” 
The mob partakes of the fierce anger of Juno, the poem’s frightening divine 
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embodiment of the irrational and violence in the cosmos; she is described as 
“saeuae” in the fourth line of the poem, and again at verse 1.25 her grievances 
are described as “saeuique dolores.”23 But so partakes, it turns out, the power 
of Neptune, the restorer of order and calm. It is a power he forbears to use, it 
is true, but that fierce trident stands behind the menacing words that cow the 
winds. The implied chiastic figure created here looks as follows:

Neptune’s words  Winds
Neptune’s “saeuum tridentem”
 x
Statesman’s words  People “saeuit”

Augustus, to repeat, was not much known as an orator, but he did not need to 
be: he had the legions on his side, and people did as he said— or else. The 
disparity between the simile and the action of Neptune that it describes sug-
gests that words by themselves may not be enough to quell the stormy pas-
sions of political life. Force will be a necessary part of the equation. While 
Virgil acknowledges the element of violence built into the settlement that Au-
gustus imposed on the Roman political world, he may also be reflecting on 
the inefficacy of his own words, of the Aeneid itself, to bring order and peace 
to that world. Were we to complete the implied chiasmus, the statesman’s 
words are not much more than blustering wind. The idea is not far- fetched or 
fetched no farther than from the Aeneid itself : “uentosa in lingua” (11.390), 
Turnus later comments on Drances, the poem’s unflattering portrait of the 
unarmed politician. The way that this first simile of the Aeneid plots out its 
own reversal sets a pattern for Virgil’s verbal art throughout the ensuing 
poem: it says two things at the same time.

A Big Picture in the Poem’s Second Half

The episode of the sea storm and the ensuing simile opens the Aeneid as a 
whole and is particularly appropriate to its first half modeled on the tempest- 
tossed wanderings of Odysseus in the Odyssey. It also represents a chiastic use 
of allusion, a reversal of its Homeric model, when it depicts Neptune, the in-
censed deity who sends the storms that wreck Odysseus, here as the pacifier 

23. On “saeuus” and Juno, see Murrin, 1980, 21– 22; Oliensis, 2009, 135– 136.
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of the winds and waves. One further example of Virgil’s chiastic imagination 
and poetic practice starts with an episode in Book 7 that begins the second 
half of the poem modeled on the Iliad. Summoned by Juno from the under-
world, the fury Allecto visits the sleeping hero Turnus and sows discord in 
Italy: the civil strife to which the storm was compared in the poem’s opening 
simile now becomes literalized.24 Here, too, the full effect of the passage de-
pends on our appreciation of how it inverts the terms of Homer’s fiction. This 
episode, moreover, will itself be subjected to a reversal at the end of Book 12 
with the descent of the Dira from Jupiter’s throne, and the two passages pro-
vide a chiastic frame to the last six books of the poem.

Turnus is presumably the new and different Achilles— “alius . . . Achilles” 
(Aen. 6.89)25— whom the Sibyl at Cumae predicts will rise in Italy to oppose 
Aeneas; Turnus at least claims to be such an Achilles himself (9.742). In the 
first book of the Iliad (Il. 1.188– 222), Hera sends Athena to grab the hair of 
Achilles as the latter is about to draw his sword against Agamemnon, staying 
the wrath that Achilles declares is seething in his heart (Il. 1.217). The scene of 
divine intervention attracted ancient allegorists. In the Homeric Allegories, the 
first- century ce Greek writer Heraclitus, probably following earlier commen-
tators, noted that Plato divides the soul into reason, located in the head, 
where Pallas Athena, the divine incarnation of wisdom sent down to earth by 
Hera, has seized Achilles, and into two irrational parts, anger or thymos, which 
resides in the heart, and lust nestled still further down in the liver.

Achilles, full of anger, takes up his sword. He has let the reason in his head 
be darkened by the anger that is shaking his chest, but soon his reason has 
brought him to his senses, torn him away from this course of action, and 
led him into a better state. This conversion with the aid of reason is what 
the Homeric poems identify quite rightly with Athena. (19.5)26

This allegoresis of the opening of the Iliad provides a key to understanding its 
ensuing action in terms of the control of anger, an anger that finally relents in 
the reconciliation scene between Achilles and the suppliant Priam in Book 
24, lending Homer’s epic itself a kind of chiastic frame.

Virgil has this episode in mind as well as the allegorical tradition that sur-
rounded it, and he characteristically turns them inside out. In the correspond-

24. Wofford, 1992, 120– 135.
25. Traina, 1997, 78– 79.
26. Heraclitus, 1962, 23.
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ing scene in the book that begins Virgil’s Italian Iliad, Juno, the Roman Hera, 
once more intervenes. In place of Homer’s Athena, Juno sends Allecto— the 
embodiment of furor and civil discord rather than of reason— to incite Tur-
nus to fight against Aeneas. When the Italian hero, in fact, seems reluctant to 
be prodded into action (7.435– 444), the fury casts a firebrand into his chest, 
the seat of wrath; Turnus jumps up, crying for arms, and the ensuing simile 
that compares him to a cauldron overflowing above a heaped- up fire (7.462– 
466) recalls and may echo the seething sea in the storm in Book 1 (compare 
7.464 to 1.107). In Virgil’s rewriting of Homer’s Athena taming Achilles, his 
second Iliad begins with the divine fomenting rather than the divine suppres-
sion of heroic anger. If Neptune can quickly quiet the storm sent by Juno in 
Book 1, Allecto ignites a firestorm that it will take all six books of the second 
half of the Aeneid to extinguish, and then only by transferring that anger in its 
final lines to Aeneas, the poem’s true Achilles, kindled by the furies and ter-
rible in his anger— “furiis accensus et ira / terribilis” (12.946– 947)— as he over-
comes his hesitation and kills the suppliant Turnus. Virgil’s Juno may come to 
a settlement with Jupiter, but there is no final scene of human reconciliation 
in his Roman version of the Iliad.27

Instead, Jupiter sends down from Olympus one of the twin Dirae who sit 
beneath his throne. The presence of these chthonic furies among the heav-
enly deities is apparently Virgil’s invention and is the clinching evidence for 
W. R. Johnson’s bleak reading of the Aeneid’s theodicy.28 As in the opening 
divine sequence of the poem, where Juno’s epithet “saeua” was transferred to 
the trident of her brother Neptune, so is it now transferred to her brother and 
ruler, Jupiter, keeper of these Dirae: “hae Iouis ad solium saeuique in limine 
regis / apparent ” (“they stand ready by throne of cruel Jupiter, on the thresh-
old of the king”; 12.849– 50). That “saeui ” governs both “Iouis” and “regis” only 

27. And perhaps for good reason. Critics normally see in the ending of the Aeneid the short-
coming of Aeneas measured against the magnanimity of Achilles in his acceptance of Priam’s 
ransom for the body of Hector, a sublime moment of human solidarity between enemies. See 
Putnam, 1981; Putnam, 2011; Barchiesi, 1984, 106– 122; Boyle, 1993. But the brutal final scene of 
the Aeneid may equally be understood as Virgil’s criticism of a too easy Homeric ending that 
is only a temporary truce— and involves a less than sublime monetary transaction, as the re-
liefs on Dido’s temple show (1.484)— before Achilles and the Greeks will destroy Priam and 
Troy. The poems may mutually criticize each other.

28. Johnson, 1976, 114– 134; Putnam, 1965, 194– 198. See also Hübner, 1970; Feeney, 1991, 
163– 173. On Allecto as a figure of civil discord, see Heinze, 1993, 148– 150, developed by Fraen-
kel, 1945.
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accentuates its centrality and the crossover that confuses the difference be-
tween Juno’s savage rage and Jupiter’s cosmic rulership. Like sister, like brother, 
the smiling Jupiter tells her (12.830– 831). That the Dirae are the two sisters of 
the fury Megaera (12.845– 847) seems to identify them with Tisiphone (see 
6.555, 571; 10.761) and the same Allecto who has instigated the war in Italy in 
Book 7 and who, throwing off her disguise, introduces herself to Turnus as 
having come from the seat of the dread sisters, “dirarum ab sede sororum” 
(7.454). She echoes her introduction into the poem itself where Juno has sum-
moned her from the seat of the dread goddesses, “dirarum ab sede dearum” 
(7.324). The second half of the Aeneid begins with the ascent from hell of a 
fury to Turnus, and Allecto is last seen diving back into the depths of Cocytus 
(7.563– 571). It now ends with the descent from heaven of a fury to Turnus— 
the chances appear to be fifty- fifty that they are one and the same fury.29 The 
beating of the wings of the Dira against the terrified hero’s shield— “sonans 
clipeumque euerberat alis” (12.866)— echoes the cracking of Allecto’s whip— 
“uerberaque insonuit ” (7.451)— with which she made herself known to Tur-
nus. Where Allecto roused Turnus from his slumber and apparent unwilling-
ness to wage war, the Dira returns him to his first “torpor” (12.867), though 
this time to the numbness of fear, shortly to be succeeded by the sleep of 
death.30 It turns him into a mirror image of the Aeneas who has experienced 
such moments of paralysis before divine portents three times earlier in the 
poem: “arrectaeque horrore comae et uox faucibus haesit ” (12.868=2.773, 3.48, 
4.280). Here, too, difference blurs between the two antagonists of the last six 
books of the poem.

What had begun this Iliadic half of the Aeneid as an infernal inversion of 
the heavenly descent of Athena in Iliad 1 to stay the anger and sword of Achil-
les and that rather saw Allecto inciting Turnus into arms now is itself inverted, 
a chiasmus of chiasmus, but this does not return us to the descent of Homer’s 
Athena but to a still further distortion of it. No goddess descends from Vir-
gil’s heaven, but a fury in her place. Furthermore, this fury not only replaces 
the Athena of the opening the Iliad but, as Sarah Spence has pointed out, the 

29. Hübner, 1970, 34– 35; Pöschl, 1962, 133; Putnam, 1965, 198; and, on the confusion of 
heaven and hell, Hardie, 1993, 73– 76. Lyne, 1987, 90– 93, argues that the Dira may be Allecto 
herself; Hershkowitz, 1998, 114– 124, upholds the difference between infernal and celestial fu-
ries. One might note the use of the epithet, “sata Nocte” (“offspring of Night”), applied to both 
Allecto (7.331) and the Dira (12.860).

30. See Putnam, 1965, 198, on the Dira and Somnus in Book 5.
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Athena who also descends at the end of the Odyssey (24.487f.).31 The goddess 
comes to earth to stop the fighting in Ithaca, after her colloquy with Zeus and 
after he has ordained an end to further civil war between Odysseus and the 
relatives of the suitors, a passage that Virgil has just recalled in the pact be-
tween Jupiter and Juno.32 The Dira takes on the form of a little bird that 
Servius identifies as the noctua, the night owl sacred to Athena, but she puts 
no stop to the killing. “Pallas te hoc uulnere, Pallas / immolat ” (“Pallas, Pallas 
sacrifices you with this wound”; 12.948– 959), says Aeneas as he plunges his 
sword beneath the breast of Turnus and avenges Pallas, the last of the Arcadi-
ans. The goddess of the same name is not in sight. Virgil’s double chiasmus 
writes her allegorical rationality and her pacifying roles at the beginning of 
the Iliad and at the end of the Odyssey— the frame of the two Homeric poems 
put together— out of the Aeneid.

Making and Unmaking

The crisscrossings of chiasmus constitute a figure of Virgil’s thought in the 
Aeneid. In these examples of chiasmus, and in other cases of reversals and 
doublings that we shall encounter in subsequent chapters of this study, the 
epic stages the simultaneous assertion and negation of poetic figure and 
thought as they seek to make sense out of its subject: the violence and twists 
of history that have made the Rome of Virgil’s time. Like warfare itself, chias-
mus plots out distinctions and draws up sides, only to reveal an underlying 
reciprocity that undoes them or turns them into paradox. Such insistent, re-
peated formal patterns that contain their own reversal are a particular achieve-
ment of the Aeneid, rarely matched in other great works of literature. They 
aesthetically distance the poem from— and thus invite reflection upon— its 
own making of form and meaning.

Epic poetry takes the explanation of war as its generic task. The Aeneid spe-
cifically proposes to interpret Roman history for both patriotic and Augustan 
political purposes, a history that Virgil summarizes as a succession of wars— 

31. Spence, 1999, 159– 163.
32. For the reconciliation of Jupiter and Juno and the colloquy of Zeus and Athena at the 

end of the Odyssey, see Quint, 1993, 75– 76. But perhaps the Dira also comes in place of the 
Athena of the Iliad, who descends in Book 22, first to urge Achilles on (213– 224), then to take 
the form of Deiphobus and trick Hector into facing Achilles (225– 247). Virgil may be recalling 
the Iliad’s own chiasmus built around the goddess, who restrains Achilles against his Greek 
commander, stirs him against his Trojan foe.
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“pugnataque in ordine bella” (8.629)— at the opening of the ekphrastic descrip-
tion of the shield that the god Vulcan sculpts for Aeneas in Book 8. To give 
order to and explain such a history of violence, epic requires both its ascrip-
tion to a divine plan and a poetic artistry that rivals the divine maker in striv-
ing for a unified wholeness of form. With its circular shape and cosmic asso-
ciations, the shield is an emblem of such form, the poem’s miniature version 
of itself.33 Poetic totality and timeless, divine authority might each be taken 
to be the metaphor of the other, as if to say it all at once were the same as 
saying it once and for all. The shield’s account alternates between foreign war 
(the Sabines, Alba, the Gauls, Veii) and civil war (Tarquin, Catiline, Cato) 
and in the case of Actium masks or fuses the latter with the former. We have 
to decide whether these are fought “in order,” in some kind of meaningful 
form, like the “longo ordine” (8.722) into which the power of Rome and Au-
gustus have arranged the foreign peoples they have conquered in the trium-
phal procession led before him at the close of the shield’s description.34 Have 
all these events been leading up to the endpoint of Actium, and have Augus-
tus and the divine artist Vulcan retrospectively turned those chronologically 
ordered events into an order of meaning, a history, and a lasting one, “longo” 
in the sense of long- term: the empire without end and the peace, the closing 
of the gates of war, promised in Jupiter’s prophecy to Venus in Book 1 (1.278– 
294)?35 Or will that order itself collapse back into an unending sequence, one 
damned war after another, of a finally undifferentiated violence? The appear-
ance of “ordine” at the beginning and end of the depiction of the shield is it-
self a small version of chiastic ring composition that self- consciously notes that 
its function, as rhetorical figure, is precisely to order the passage it contains. 
At the same time the figure reveals its inherent capacity to double- cross.

In his Aesthetic Theory, Theodor Adorno writes in response to Hegel that 
“works of art do not constitute at all that seamless unity or totality of form 
which aesthetic reflection always claims they have. In terms of their structure, 
they are not organisms; at least the finest products can be said to be hostile to 
the organic aspect in them which they expose as illusory and affirmative.”36 
Adorno upholds a deliberate fragmentation and blockage of communication 
in modernist art. But something similar, he acknowledges, occurs in the art to 

33. Hardie, 1986, 336– 376.
34. See the remarks of Gransden, 1976, 162, and Barchiesi, 2005, 288– 289.
35. Putnam, 1998, 152. On the question of justice and the shield’s view of Rome’s imperial 

history, see Zetzel, 1996; Rossi 2010.
36. Adorno, 1984, 132.
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which the modernist aesthetic may seem to be most opposed: in unified clas-
sical forms— perhaps in epic above all— that nonetheless point to the cracks 
in their marble façade. Only much later does Adorno explain what might be 
affirmative in the illusion of organic unity. When he turns to and salvages 
“traditional art,” he adds an idealist admonition and describes a “conservative 
moment” that is

the opposite of the disintegrative one that constitutes the truth of art today. 
The first lives on in the second to the extent to which it, qua forming agent, 
recognizes the resistance of its underlying material. In terms of this notion 
art is similar to peace [emphasis added]. Without a perspective on peace 
art would be untrue, just as untrue as it is when it anticipates a state of 
reconciliation. Even the beautiful in art is the illusion of peace in empirical 
reality. Even the repressive force of form moves towards that when it unites 
hostile, centrifugal particulars.37

Artistic form as repression redeems itself in two ways: by its recognition of the 
recalcitrance of its underlying material— in the last analysis, of living human 
history— to its impositions; by offering the dream, nevertheless, of a peace 
that has not been achieved. It is the self- confessed false dream of Virgil’s Gate 
of Ivory whose formal completeness or “totality of form”— the punning “per-
fecta” of “candenti perfecta nitens elephanto” (6.895)— may itself be illusory 
but nonetheless speaks for human hope: for what Rome and Augustus might 
or should be. The Gate of Ivory follows and seems to comment on another 
version of Roman history viewed in and as a “longo ordine” (6.754), the pro-
cession of his descendants that pass in front of Anchises in the underworld, 
and, like the shield of Aeneas, the gate simulates— and in this case explicitly 
denies— epic totality. Adorno’s terms suggest an analogous logic governing 
Virgil’s turn to the self- negating figure of chiasmus: as a means to couple in-
separably the utopian aspiration to form with its critique. Chiasmus beauti-
fully patterns hostile elements into both affirmative unity and disintegrating 
contradiction. The Aeneid dreams of peace from inside a state of war: like the 
Roman nation it describes, it is a poem divided against itself.

37. Ibid., 366.
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